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We investigate the relation between discounted and average deterministic optimal
control problems for nonlinear control systems. In particular we are interested in
the corresponding optimal value functions. Using the concepts of Viability, Chain
Controllability, and Controllability, a global convergence result for vanishing
discount rate is obtained. Basic ingredients for the analysis are an Abelian type
theorem, controllability properties of the system, and the Morse decomposition of
the corresponding control flow.  1998 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we investigate the relation between average and discounted
deterministic nonlinear optimal control problems for a discount rate tending
to zero. Whereas the relation between discounted and average integrals has
already been explored more than a century ago, which lead to the Abelian
and Tauberian theorems (see, e.g., [25, Chapter 10]), corresponding
results in nonlinear optimal control theory are much more recent. For
stochastic optimal control problems in the Markovian setup, the corre-
sponding convergence result is almost classical, see, e.g., the survey [2],
or [28], where estimates about the rate of convergence are also given.
The usual assumptions made in the Markovian case, however, exclude the
deterministic case. In the deterministic setup, which we will consider in this
paper, Colonius [8] in 1989 published a convergence result for a vanishing
discount rate on invariant control sets, and a similar result for arbitrary
control sets has been obtained in 1993 by Wirth [27]. These results have
in common that assumptions on the optimal trajectories are made which
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are difficult to check and in general not satisfied even for simple one-
dimensional systems. For invariant control sets this restriction could be
removed in [18, Theorem 2.11]. Arisawa [3, 4] treats a similar problem
(under the name ergodic problem) but from a somewhat different point of
view: Maximal subsets of convergence of the discounted functional are
characterized by introducing a controllability concept in connection with
attractivity properties, where again invariance plays a crucial role. This
problem goes back to Lions [24], who studied the convergence properties
of solutions of HamiltonJacobi equations. The name ergodic problem
is motivated by the fact that for an uncontrolled system (i.e., an
ordinary differential equation) the convergence property is equivalent to
the ergodicity of that system, see [3, Appendix 1].
The main purpose of this paper is to develop results not by assuming
invariance nor making assumptions on optimal trajectories but by assuming
certain qualitative properties of the system. We obtain a global
convergence result by merging estimates from three basic concepts
Viability (Section 5), which allows us to state results on extremal values of
the value functions; Chain controllability (Section 6) enabling us to give
estimates for all possible trajectories of the system; and Controllability
(Section 7), which is used in order to characterize the behavior of certain
optimal trajectoriesinto one global picture in Section 8. This kind of
approach was inspired by the analysis of the Lyapunov spectrum of
bilinear control systems as carried out in [13]. By this procedure we are
also able to characterize the subsets of uniform convergence. Furthermore
we present a penalizing strategy for the restriction to certain regions of the
state space in Section 9. The assumptions we impose can be interpreted as
robustness conditions, cf. Remark 8.5, and are generically satisfied for
families of systems under an inner pair condition, cf. Remark 8.6.
At the very heart of our analysis two tools are used: In Section 3 we
thoroughly investigate the relation between discounted and average
functionals using a similar technique as in [18] and [20]. This can be
interpreted as a stronger version of the Abelian theorem, also allowing
results on uniform convergence. In Section 4 we investigate the control flow
associated to our control system (cf. [11]). Here the concept of attractivity
(which is also used in [3]) fits into the general framework of dynamical
systems from which we adopt the concept of Morse decompositions.
Apart from the main theorem, which is presented in Section 8, we have
also formulated the partial results in the Sections 57 in a self-contained
way since they provide useful estimates in themselves. Throughout this
paper we assume that the state space is a compact manifold M; in Section
9, however, we give some hints about how to overcome this restriction.
The applications of our results are immediate, since discounted optimal
control problems enjoy a number of features that averaged ones do not
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have in general: The corresponding optimal value functions are Hoelder
continuous and can be characterized as a viscosity solution of Hamilton
JacobiBellman equations (cf. [23]), the problems admit a numerical
solution (cf. [6, 19]) and the construction of optimal controls in open loop
and feedback form (cf. e.g. [5, 7, 17]).
Nevertheless it is often desirable to solve average optimal control
problems, because they can be formulated in order to determine asymptotic
properties of a given control system. One example is the exponential
behavior of bi- and semi-linear systems measured by Lyapunov exponents
(cf. [10, 12]). The approximation by a discounted optimal control problem
enables us to obtain stabilizing optimal controls of feedback type (see [17]
and [20]) and to compute the whole Lyapunov spectrum numerically (cf.
[18]). In particular for the analysis of the complete asymptotic behavior of
a system a global convergence result is needed; the result of the present
paper in fact closes the gap in the convergence analysis in [18].
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
We consider nonlinear control systems of the type
x* (t)= f0(x(t))+ :
m
i=1
ui (t) f i (x(t)) (2.1)
on some compact smooth manifold M where the vector fields fi , i=0, ..., m
are assumed to be Lipschitz and the control function u( } ) satisfies
u( } ) # U :=[u : R  U | u( } ) measurable]
where U/Rm is compact and convex. For a given initial value x0 # M at
time t=0 and a given control function u( } ) # U we denote the trajectories
of (2.1) by
.(t, x0 , u( } )).
In order to define the optimal control problems we assume that a cost
function
g : M_Rm  R, g(x, u) := g0(x)+ :
m
i=1
ui gi (x) (2.2)
which is Lipschitz continuous and bounded, i.e., | g(x, u)|Mg for some
constant Mg , is given.
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Using this cost function we define the averaged functionals along a
trajectory by
J0 (x0 , u( } )) :=lim sup
t  
1
t |
t
0
g(.(s, x0 , u( } )), u(s)) ds (2.3)
and
J0 (x0 , u( } )) :=lim inf
t  
1
t |
t
0
g(.(s, x0 , u( } )), u(s)) ds, (2.4)
and for a positive discount rate $>0 we define the discounted functional
by
J$(x0 , u( } )) :=$ |

0
e&$sg(.(s, x0 , u( } )), u(s)) ds. (2.5)
(The scaling of the integral by the discount rate $ is introduced in order to
obtain a more consistent notation in what follows.)
The optimization problem now is to minimize these functionals for any
initial value with respect to the control function u( } ) # U. More precisely,
we consider the optimal value functions
v0 (x0) := inf
u( } ) # U
J0 (x0 , u( } )) and v0 (x0) := inf
u( } ) # U
J0 (x0 , u( } )) (2.6)
and
v$(x0) := inf
u( } ) # U
J$(x0 , u( } )). (2.7)
Note that the corresponding maximization problem is obtained by simply
replacing g by &g.
Both criteria are defined over an infinite time horizon. Here the averaged
functionals indeed only measure asymptotic properties, i.e., everything that
happens up to some bounded time t0 does not contribute to the integral.
In contrast to this for the discounted functional the boundedness of g
implies that essentially only the behavior on a finite horizon is measured:
For any $>0 and any =>0 there exists t>0 such that
} J$(x0 , u( } ))&$ |
t
0
e&$sg(.(s, x0 , u( } )), u(s)) ds }=
for all x0 # M and all u( } ) # U. However, for decreasing $  0 and fixed
=>0 this time increases. Hence the question concerned with whether or
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not v$ approximates v0 and v0 for small $>0 arises naturally. It is this
question that we want to investigate in this article.
3. DISCOUNTED AND AVERAGED FUNCTIONALS
In this section we will investigate the relation between discounted and
averaged integrals, functionals (along trajectories), and value functions. We
start with a lemma giving an estimate for these integrals which can be
interpreted as a stronger version of the classical Abelian theorem that can
be found, e.g., in [25, Theorem 10.2].
Lemma 3.1. Let q : R  R be a measurable function satisfying |q(s)|<
Mq for almost all s # R. Assume there exists a time T>0 such that
1
t |
t
0
q({) d{<_ for all tT.
Then for any =>0 and all 0<$<=(Mq+|_+=| )T the following inequality
holds:
$|

0
e&${q({) d{_+=.
A proof of this lemma can be found in [20, Appendix], which uses
essentially the same techniques as the proof of [18, Theorems 2.1 and 2.2]
combined with a careful evaluation of the constants.
Note that the converse inequalities are easily obtained by replacing g
by &g.
In order to carry over these results to our functionals and value
functions we introduce some further definitions.
Definition 3.2. For the control system (2.1) and the cost function (2.2)
we define
J t0(x, u( } )) :=
1
t |
t
0
g(.(s, x, u( } )), u(s)) ds
J t0 (x, u( } )) :=sup
{t
J {0(x, u( } ))
J t0 (x, u( } )) :=inf
{t
J {0(x, u( } ))
vt0 (x) := inf
u( } ) # U
J t0 (x, u( } ))
vt0 (x) := inf
u( } ) # U
J t0 (x, u( } )).
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The following lemma shows the relation to the averaged functionals and
value functions from Section 2.
Lemma 3.3.
lim
t  
J t0 (x, u( } ))=J0 (x, u( } )), lim
t  
J t0 (x, u( } ))=J0 (x, u( } ))
and
lim
t  
v t0 (x)=v0 (x), lim
t  
vt0 (x)=: v

0 (x)v0 (x).
Proof. The first two equalities are immediately clear from the defini-
tions. We prove the third assertion, and the fourth follows by similar
arguments.
Recalling the definition of v t0 (x) and v0(x) using the notation of
Definition 3.2, this equality states
lim
t  
inf
u( } ) # U
sup
{t
J{0(x, u( } ))= inf
u( } ) # U
lim sup
t  
J t0(x, u( } )).
We prove the equality by proving both inequalities.
‘‘’’. Fix =>0 and u=( } ) # U such that
lim sup
t  
J t0(x, u=( } ))< inf
u( } ) # U
lim sup
t  
J t0(x, u( } ))+=.
Then there exists t=0 such that
J {0(x, u=( } ))< inf
u( } ) # U
lim sup
t  
J t0(x, u( } ))+2=
for all {t= . Since =>0 was arbitrary this implies ‘‘’’.
‘‘’’. Fix =>0 and t=>0 such that
lim
t  
inf
u( } ) # U
sup
{t
Jt0(x, u( } ))+=> inf
u( } ) # U
sup
{t=
J {0 (x, u( } )).
Then there exists a control function u=( } ) # U such that
lim
t  
inf
u( } ) # U
sup
{t
J {0(x, u( } ))+2=> inf
u( } ) # U
sup
{t=
J {0(x, u( } ))+=
>sup
{t=
J {0(x, u=( } )).
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This implies
lim
t  
inf
u( } ) # U
sup
{t
J {0(x, u( } ))+2=>lim sup
t  
J t0(x, u=( } ))
and since =>0 was arbitrary ‘‘’’ follows. K
These ‘‘finite time’’ averaged functionals and value functions can now be
used to give uniform bounds for J$ and v$ for small discount rate $>0.
Lemma 3.4. For all t>0, all =>0, and $0==2Mg t the estimate
J$(x, u( } )) # [J t0 (x, u( } ))&=, J
t
0 (x, u( } ))+=]
holds for all $$0 . In particular, if the limit limt   J t0(x, u( } )) exists, the
equality
lim
$  0
J$(x, u( } ))=J t0 (x, u( } ))=J
t
0 (x, u( } ))
is implied
Proof. The proof follows immediately from Lemma 3.1 by observing
that it is sufficient to consider |_+=|Mg . K
Corollary 3.5. For all t>0, all =>0, and $0==2Mg t, the estimate
v$(x) # [v t0 (x)&=, v
t
0 (x)+=]
holds for all $$0 . In particular, if v0 (x) and v0 (x) agree the equality
lim
$  0
v$(x)=v0 (x)=v0 (x)=v0 (x)
is implied.
Proof. The proof follows immediately from the preceding lemma. K
Hence, the goal of this paper will be to give estimates for v t0 (x) and v
t
0 (x)
and to characterize the situations in which the limits coincide. In particular
we are interested in uniform estimates in t on certain subsets of M which
then imply uniform estimates for v$ for small $>0. A special case for
these subsets will be those where v0 (x)=v0 (x)=v0 (x)#const. Keeping
Corollary 3.5 in mind we will notexcept for the main Theorem 8.4
explicitly formulate the implications of the estimates in the following
sections on v$ .
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Sometimes it will be useful to restrict the state space to some subset
B/M. We will denote the corresponding value functions as follows.
Definition 3.6. For a subset B/M we define
v0 (x, B) :=inf[J0 (x, u( } )) | u( } ) # U, .(t, x, u( } )) # B for all t0]
for those points x # B for which at least one trajectory exists that stays
inside B.
In the same way we define v0 (x, B), v0 (x, B), v
t
0 (x, B), v
t
0 (x, B) and
v$(x, B).
We end this section with two lemmas showing some useful properties of
averaged functionals which will be used in the next sections.
Lemma 3.7. Let q : R  R be a measurable function, t>0 and t1 # (0, t).
Let t2=t&t1 . Then
(i) the following equality holds
1
t |
t
0
q({) d{=
t1
t
1
t1 |
t1
0
q({) d{+
t2
t
1
t2 |
t2
0
q({+t1) d{;
(ii) if |q| is bounded by some constant Mq , the following estimates
hold
}1t |
t
0
q({) d{&
1
t1 |
t1
0
q({) d{ }2Mq t2t and
} 1t |
t
0
q({) d{&
1
t2 |
t2
0
q({+t1) d{ }2Mq t1t .
Proof. (i) follows by a simple calculation; (ii) follows from (i) using the
property
}1s |
s
0
q({) d{ }Mq ,
which holds for all s>0. K
Lemma 3.8. Let q : R  R be a measurable function bounded by some
constant Mq . Let t>0 be arbitrary and
_ :=
1
t |
t
0
q({) d{.
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Then for any =>0 there exists a time t*(2Mq&=) t2Mq such that
1
s |
s
0
q(t*+{) d{_+=
for all s # (0, t&t*]. Here t&t*=t2Mq   as t  .
Proof. Let
; := sup
s # (0, t]
1
s |
s
0
q({) d{
and fix =>0. If ;_+= the assertion follows with t*=0.
Otherwise let
t* :=sup {s # (0, t] } 1s |
s
0
q({) d{_+==
By the continuity in s of this averaged integral the equality
1
t* |
t*
0
q({) d{=_+=
is implied. By Lemma 3.7(ii) it follows from 1t t0 q({) d{=_ that
t&t*=t2=t2Mq and hence t*(2Mq&=) t2Mq . We claim that t*
satisfies the desired property:
Defining q~ (s) :=q(s)&_&= it follows from the definition of t* that
1
t* |
t*
0
q~ ({) d{=0 and
1
s |
s
0
q~ ({) d{<0
for all s # (t*, t]. Hence also
|
t*
0
q~ ({) d{=0 and |
s
0
q~ ({) d{<0
holds, implying
|
s
t*
q~ ({) d{<0
for all s # (t*, t], which yields the assertion. K
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4. THE CONTROL FLOW, (=, T )-CHAINS AND THEIR VALUES
As already pointed out in the introduction, the concept of attractivity
forms one of the basic tools for the analysis of our problem, since this
enables us to formulate results for all possible trajectories with initial values
in some specified set. Instead of using the control system (2.1) itself we will
develop these results in terms of the corresponding control flow. Although
this requires some definitions it will turn out that this procedure admits an
elegant and straightforward approach to the desired results, since techni-
ques from dynamical systems theory can be applied directly. We will start
by defining the control flow 8, see [11] for details.
By endowing the space U of measurable control functions with the
weak*-topology we obtain a compact metric space. On this space for t # R
we define the right shift by
3 : R_U  U, 3(t, u( } ))=u( } +t).
This generates a continuous flow on U. Using this shift we define the
control flow
8 : R_U_M  U_M, 8(t, u( } ), x)=(3(t, u( } )), .(t, x, u( } ))). (4.1)
In fact, this generates a continuous flow on the product space X :=U_M.
For convenience of notation we abbreviate p=(u( } ), x) for the elements of
this product space. For a set B/U_M we denote by
?MB :=[x # M | there exists u( } ) # U with (u( } ), x) # B]
the natural projection onto M.
Note that the functionals J$ and J t0 depend continuously on p due to the
fact that f and g are affine in u.
One of the main tools in our analysis is the concept of attractors for
flows on metric spaces. In order to define these objects we have to define
omega limit sets and invariance. We refer to [1] for more information
about flows and dynamical systems.
Definition 4.1. For a subset B/X the |-limit set is defined by
|(B) :=[ p # X | there exist points pk # Band times tk  
with limk   8(tk , pk)= p].
The |*-limit set is defined analogously for the time reversed system.
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A subset B/X is called forward invariant if 8(t, p) # B for all p # B and
all t0. It is called backward invariant if 8(t, p) # B for all p # B and all
t0 and invariant if it is forward and backward invariant.
Now we can introduce the concept of attractors.
Definition 4.2. Let 8 be a continuous flow on a compact metric space
X. A compact invariant set A/X is called an attractor if it admits a
neighborhood N such that |(N)=A.
For an attractor A the set A* :=[ p # X | |( p)/3 A] is called the
complementary repeller. The domain of attraction of an attractor A is the set
A(A) :=X"A*.
Note that a repeller is an attractor for the time reversed flow.
The following Lemma on uniform attraction will be used in this section.
Lemma 4.3. Let A be an attractor and K/X"A* be a compact set. Let
N be some open neighborhood of A. Then there exists a time T such that
8(t, p) # N for all tT and all p # K.
Proof. By the definition of an attractor, |(N )=A holds for some open
neighborhood N of A. Hence there exists T1>0 such that 8(t, p) # N for
all p # N and all tT1 .
From the assumptions on K it follows that for any point p # K there
exists a time tp>0 such that 8(tp , p) # N . The continuity implies that
8(tp , p~ ) # N for all p~ in some neighborhood of p. Since K is compact we
obtain that these times tp are bounded by some T2 , hence the assertion
follows with T=T1+T2 .
We will now somewhat generalize the finite time average functionals by
introducing (=, T )-chains and their averaged values. The basic idea is to
allow small jumps between finite time trajectory pieces and define infimal
chain values by letting these jumps tend to 0 and the time length of the
trajectory pieces tend to infinity.
Definition 4.4. For p, q # X and =, T>0 an (=, T )-chain ‘ is given by
a number n # N together with points in X
p0= p, p1 , ..., pn=q
and times
t0 , ..., tn&1T
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such that d(8(ti , pi), pi+1)<= for i=0, ..., n&1. The total time of a chain
is given by T(‘) :=n&1i=0 t i .
We say that ‘ lies in B/X if 8(t, pi) # B for all t # [0, ti] and all
i=0, ..., n&1.
The averaged value of a chain is given by
J0(‘) :=
1
T(‘)
:
n&1
i=0
ti J ti0 ( p i)
with J t0( p) :=J
t
0(x, u( } )) from Definition 3.2 for p=(u( } ), x).
For a subset B/X we define the infimal chain value over B for =  0
and T   by
}*(B) :=inf {+ # R } there exist =k  0, Tk   and (=k , Tk)-chains‘k in B such that limk   J0(‘k)  + = .
Note that this setup and hence all results in this section can be
generalized to arbitrary flows on compact metric spaces and arbitrary
average functionals, provided they can be written in a suitable integral
form.
The following equality is an immediate consequence of the previous
definitions.
Proposition 4.5. For the infimal chain value over some forward
invariant subset B/X the following equality holds
}*(B)=inf {+ # R } there exist tk   and points pk # Ksuch that limk   J tk0 ( pk)  + = ,
i.e., the jumps in the chains do not change the minimal value over K.
Proof. ‘‘’’. This follows from the fact that each trajectory is a
(trivial) chain.
‘‘’’. Let ‘ be an arbitrary (=, T )-chain in B. Then by the definition
of J0(‘) there exists a time tiT and a point pi # B in the chain such that
J ti0( p i)J0(‘). Hence by the definition of }*(B) there exist sequences of
times tk   as k   and points pk # B such that lim supk   J tk0 ( pk)
}*(B) which implies the assertion. K
For certain points we can even establish a stronger relation between }*,
J t0 , J0 and J0 .
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Proposition 4.6. For the infimal chain value over some compact forward
invariant subset K/X there exists a point p # K such that
J t0( p)}*(K ) for all t0 and lim
t  
J t0( p)=}*(K )
In particular for this point the limit exists and J0 ( p)=J0 ( p)=}*(K ).
Proof. By Proposition 4.5 we find a sequence of points pk # K and
times tk   as k   such that J tk0 ( pk)<}*(K )+=k where =k  0 for
k  . Defining =~ k :=(1- tk )  0 for k   we apply Lemma 3.8 to
q(s) := g(8( pk , s)) for each k # N and obtain times t*k such that
J s0(8(tk*, pk))}*(K )+=k+=~ k
for all s # (0, tk&tk*] where tk&tk*- tk 2Mg . Defining points p~ k :=
8(tk*, pk) and times t~ k :=tk&tk*   as k   we obtain
J s0( p~ k)}*(K )+=k+=~ k
for all s # (0, t~ k].
Since B is compact we may assume that the points p~ k converge to some
p # B. Now fix arbitrary t>0 and =>0 and consider J t0( p). Since J
t
0 is
continuous we find k0 # N such that |J t0( p)&J
t
0( pk)|<= for all kk0 .
Hence
J t0( p)<}*(K )+=k+=~ k+=
follows for all kk0 . Since =>0 was arbitrary and =k+=~ k  0 for k  
we can conclude
J t0( p)}*(K )
which implies the first assertion since t>0 was arbitrary.
This immediately implies lim supt   J t0( p)}*(K ). Now assume
lim inft   J t0( p)<}*(K ). This implies the existence of a sequence tk such
that limk   J
tk
0 ( p)<}*(K ) which contradicts Proposition 4.5. K
Propositions 4.5 and 4.6 show in particular that when considering infima
over compact subsets of X the chain values, the finite time average values
and the averaged values are equivalent. Note, however, that for a single
point these equalities in general will not hold. The main advantage of the
concept of chains and their values is that we can formulate the following
result on continuous dependence for arbitrary times t>0.
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Proposition 4.7. Let K/X be a compact forward invariant set for the
control flow 8. Then for any :>0 there exist a neighborhood N(K ) and
a time T>0 such that
J t0( p)>}*(K )&:
for all tT and all p # N(K ) with 8(s, p) # N(K ) for all st.
Proof. Fix :>0. Assume that for arbitrary neighborhoods N(K ) and
arbitrary times T>0 there exist points pT, N # N(K ) such that J t0( p)<
}*(K )&: for some tT and 8(s, p) # N(K ) for all st
Now choose an arbitrary =>0 and a $ # (0, =) such that for all times
0s2T and all points p, q # X with d( p, q)<$ the inequalities
|J s0( p)&J
s
0(q)|<= and d(8(s, p), 8(s, q))<= (4.2)
hold. The trajectories 8(s, pT, N) can now be partitioned into pieces with
times {n # [T, 2T]. By choosing N(K ) sufficiently small by the choice of
$ for every point pm :=8(mn=0 {n , pT, N) there exists a point qm in K
such that (4.2) is satisfied. Hence this yields an (=, 2T )-chain ‘ in K satisfy-
ing J0(‘)}*(K )&:+=. Since = and T were arbitrary a contradiction to
the definition of }*(K ) follows. K
The following corollary shows how this result can be extended to
attractors and their domain of attraction.
Corollary 4.8. Let A/X be an attractor for 8. Let K be a compact
subset of the domain of attraction of A. Then for any :>0 there exists a
time T>0 such that
J t0( p)>}*(A)&:
for all p # K and all tT.
Proof. For any :>0 we find a neighborhood N(A) of A and a time T0
such that the assertion of Proposition 4.7 holds with :2. By Lemma 4.3
there exists a time T1 such that 8(s, p) # N(A) for all sT1 and all p # K.
Now the assertion follows by Lemma 3.7 by choosing T sufficiently large
compared to T1 . K
In the next step we will investigate the finite time average value on
nested attractors. We start with two attractors.
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Lemma 4.9. Let A0/A1 be attractors of 8 and A0*#A1* be the
complementary repellers. Then for any :>0 there exists a T>0 such that
J t0( p)min[}*(A0), }*(A1 & A0*)]&:
for all p # A1 and all tT.
Proof. Fix :>0. Then we find an open neighborhood N(A1 & A0*) and
a a time T1>0 such that the assertion of Proposition 4.7 holds for :2. For
K :=A1"N(A1 & A0*) there exists a time T2>0 such that the assertion of
Corollary 4.8 also holds for :2.
We claim that
T :=max {T1+T2 , 2: Mg max[T1 , T2]= ,
where Mg is the bound on g, satisfies the assertion of the lemma: Pick an
arbitrary point p # A1 . For p # K the assertion follows from Corollary 4.8.
For p # A1 & A0* the assertion follows from Proposition 4.7. For all other p
define t0 :=min[t0 | 8(t, p) # K]. In order to estimate J t0( p) for tT
we distinguish three cases:
(i) t0<T1 . Lemma 3.7(ii) implies
J t0( p)J
t&t0
0 (8(t0 , p)
#K
)&2Mg
t0
t
}*(A0)&:.
(ii) t0T1 , tt0+T2. Here Lemma 3.7(ii) implies
J t0( p)J
t0
0 ( p)&2Mg
t&t0
t
}*(A1 & A0*)&:.
(iii) t0T1 , tt0+T2 . In this case Lemma 3.7(i) implies
J t0( p)
t0
t
J t00 ( p)+
t&t0
t
J t&t00 (8(t0 , p)
#K
)

t0
t
}*(A1 & A*0)+
t&t0
t
}*(A0)&
:
2
.
Hence in all three cases the assertion follows. K
The main goal of this section is to give uniform estimates for J t0 and J
t
0
on a Morse decomposition of X corresponding to the flow 8. In order to
obtain such a result we need the following definitions.
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Definition 4.10. Let 8 be a continuous flow on a compact metric space
X. Let <=A0/A1/ } } } /Ad=X be a sequence of attractors and let
X=A0*#A1*# } } } #Ad*=< be the complementary repellers. Then for any
i=1, ..., d the set
Mi=Ad&i+1 & A*d&i
is called a Morse set and the collection Mi , i=1, ..., d is called a Morse
decomposition. For any Morse set Mi we define the corresponding domain of
attraction by
A(Mi) :=[ p # X | |( p)/Mi].
Lemma 4.11. For any sequence of Morse sets Mj1 , ..., Mj2 , 1 j1 j2d
we have
.
i= j1 , ..., j2
A(Mi)=A*d& j2"A*d& j1+1 .
Proof. ‘‘’’. Let p # A(Mi) for some i # [ j1 , ..., j2]. This implies
|( p)/Ad&i+1 , hence p  A*d&i+1#A*d& j1+1 .
On the other hand |( p) # Mi implies |( p)/A*d&i . Since p  A*d&i implies
|( p)/Ad&i and Ad&i & A*d&i=<, it follows that p # A*d&i/A*d& j2 .
‘‘$’’ Let p # A*d& j2 "A*d& j1+1 . Then by the inclusion of the repellers
there exists i # [ j1 , ..., j2] such that p # A*d&i"A*d&i+1 . By invariance,
p # A*d&i implies |( p)/A*d&i . By the definition of the repeller p  A*d&i+1
implies |( p)/Ad&i+1 , hence |( p)/Mi . K
We will now discuss the order of the Morse sets. Note that the attractor
sequence induces a total order of the Morse sets. It is possible that different
attractor sequences generate the same Morse sets but with a different order.
Hence we define a stronger-order relation for the Morse sets.
Definition 4.12. Consider a Morse decomposition M1 , ..., Md for the
flow 8. Then for two Morse sets Mi {Mj we define Mi<Mj if there exist
points p1 , ..., pk and Morse sets Mi0=Mi , Mi1 , ..., Mid=Mj such that |*( pl)
# Mli&1 and |( pl) # Mli for all l=1, ..., d.
Remark 4.13. Note that Mi<Mj implies i< j.
However, even a stronger relation to the attractor sequence can be
established.
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Proposition 4.14. Let M1 , ...Md be a Morse decomposition of the flow 8
generated by an attractor sequence A0/A1/ } } } /Ad . Then for any Morse
set Mi there exists an attractor sequence A 0/A 1/ } } } /A d generating a
Morse decomposition M 1 , ...M d satisfying
M l( j)=Mj
for all j # [1, ..., d ] and a bijective function l : [1, ..., d ]  [1, ..., d ] and
M l(i)<M j
for all j>l(i).
Proof. Step 1. We first show the following property: For any Morse
set Mi with Mi<3 Mi+1 there exists an attractor sequence A 0/A 1/.../A d
generating a Morse decomposition M 1 , ...M d with M j=Mj for all
j # [1, ..., d ] with j{i, j{i+1, and M i=Mi+1 , M i+1=Mi .
W.l.o.g. we may assume i+1=d, otherwise we may restrict 8 to
A*d&i&1 . Hence we consider Md=A1 and Md&1=A2 & A1*. From the
assumption Md&1<3 Md we can conclude that a p # X with |( p)/Md and
|*( p)/Md&1 can not exist. Hence for any p # A2 "A1 (which implies
|*( p)/Md&1) it follows that p # A1*.
This implies that A1*#A2 "A1 . Hence A2=A1 _ (A2 & A1*)=Md _ Md&1
which means that A2 consists of two non connected compact sets. Thus,
each of these sets itself is an attractor.
Define A 1=Md&1 and A j=Aj for all j # [2, ..., d ]. Obviously A 1* :=
A(A1) _ A2* is the repeller corresponding to A 1 . Hence
A 2 & A 1*=A2 & (A(A1) _ A2*)=A2 & A(A1).
Now let p # A2 . Then either p # A1 or p # Md&1 implying p  A(A1). Hence
A2 & A(A1)=A1=Md . Since A 1/A 2/ } } } /A d is obvious the assertion
follows.
Step 2. Now consider the Morse set Mi from the assumption. Let k
be the number of Morse sets with i< j and MiMj . If k=0 we are done.
Otherwise let j>i be minimal with MiMj . Then the transitivity of the
order relation implies MlMj for all l # [i, ..., j&1]. Applying Step 1
iteratively to j&1, ..., i we obtain an attractor sequence generating a Morse
decomposition with l(i)>l( j), and the number k as defined above has
decreased by 1.
Applying Step 2 iteratively now yields the assertion. K
Our main theorem now gives the complete picture on a Morse
decomposition of X.
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Theorem 4.15. Let 8 be a continuous flow on a compact metric space X.
Let <=A0/A1/ } } } /Ad=X be a sequence of attractors and consider the
corresponding Morse sets Mi=Ad&i+1 & A*d&i . Then for any i # [1, ..., d ],
any compact set K/MjMi A(Mj) and any :>0 there exists a T>0 such
that
J t0( p) min
MjMi
}*(Mj)&:
for all p # K and all tT.
Proof. Fix i # [1, ..., d ]. By Proposition 4.14 we may assume
[Mj | MjMi]=[Mj | ji].
Now from the assumption on K and Lemma 4.11 it follows that K lies
in the domain of attraction of Ad&i+1 . Hence Corollary 4.8 implies that
J t0( p)}*(Ad&i+1)&:
for all sufficiently large t.
Therefore we have to give an estimate for }*(Ad&i+1). We proceed by
induction over d&i+1=: k and claim that
}*(Ak)= min
j=d&k+1, ..., d
}*(Mj).
For k=1 the assertion follows directly since A1=Md .
Now assume the assertion is true for k>1. For the induction step note
that the value of a chain cannot be smaller than the minimum over the
values of the trajectory pieces in the chain. Hence by Lemma 4.9 we obtain
for Ak+1
}*(Ak+1)=min[}*(Ak), }*(Ak+1 & Ak*
=Md&k
)]
and the induction assumption yields the assertion. K
We end this section by stating a fact about Morse decompositions, for
which we need some additional definitions.
Definition 4.16. A point p # U_M is called chain recurrent, if for all
=, T>0 there exists an (=, T )-chain from p to p.
The chain recurrent set CR of the flow 8 is the set of all chain recurrent
points.
A subset M/U_M is called chain transitive if for all points p, q # M
and all =, T>0 there exists an (=, T )-chain from p to q.
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Remark 4.17. Note that the maximal invariant chain transitive sets are
just the connected components of the chain recurrent set CR. The relation
of CR to the Morse sets follows from a result due to Conley [15] which
will be useful for the interpretation of Theorem 4.15 in Section 6: If the
chain recurrent set CR of (4.1) consists of finitely many connected
components, then it is always possible to find an attractor sequence such
that these connected components are just the corresponding Morse sets.
Conversely, if we have a sequence of attractors yielding a finest Morse
decomposition (i.e., no further refinement by introducing more attractors is
possible), then the corresponding Morse sets are just the connected
components of CR. See, e.g., [14] for a discussion and proof of this result
in the context of control flows.
5. VIABLE SETS
We will now return to the control system (2.1) and ‘‘translate’’ the results
from the preceding section. We start by investigating the behavior of the
value functions on viable sets for the control system (2.1), which
correspond to the forward invariant sets for the control flow 8.
Definition 5.1. A subset B/M is called viable (or controlled invariant)
if, for any x # B, there exists a control function ux( } ) # U such that
.(t, x, ux( } )) # B for all t0.
We will use this definition in order to characterize properties of the
extremal values of the value functions as carried out in the next two
propositions. Here we use the restricted value functions from Definition 3.6.
Note that on viable sets B they are well defined for each point in B.
Proposition 5.2. Consider the system (2.1) and a viable set B/M. Then
sup
x # B
vt0 (x, B) inf
x # B
v0 (x, B)
and
sup
x # B
vt0 (x, B) inf
x # B
v0 (x, B)
for all t0.
Proof. Assume that there exists a time t>0 such that supx # B v t0 (x, B)
<infx # B v0 (x, B). Then there exists an =>0 such that for any y # B there
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exists a control function uy( } ) satisfying J t0( y, uy( } ))<infx # B v0 (x, B)&=
and .(s, y, uy( } )) # B for all s0. Thus, starting in some arbitrary
point y0 # B we may thus iteratively construct a control function u ( } ) by
u ( } ) | [0, t] :=uy0( } ) | [0, t] and u ( } ) | (it, (i+1) t] :=u.(it, y0 , u ( } ))( } ) | (0, t] for i # N.
Clearly .(s, y, u y( } )) # B for all s0. By Lemma 3.7(i) this construction
yields
J it0( y0 , u ( } ))< inf
x # B
v0 (x, B)&=
for all i # N and by Lemma 3.7(ii) there exists S>0 such that for all s>S
we obtain
J s0( y0 , u )< inf
x # B
v0 (x, B)&=2
which contradicts the definition of v0 . This proves the first assertion.
For the second assertion assume that there exists a time t>0 such that
supx # B v t0 (x, B)<infx # Bv0 (x, B). Then there exists =>0 such that for any
y # B there exists a control function uy( } ) and a time tyt satisfying
J ty0 ( y, uy( } ))<infx # B v0 (x, B)&= and .(s, y, uy( } )) # B for all s0.
Starting in some arbitrary point y0 # B we may again iteratively construct
a control function u ( } ) by u ( } ) |[0, ty0] :=uy0( } )|[0, ty0] and u ( } ) | (ti , ti+t.(ti , y0 , u ( } ))]
:=u.(ti , y0 , u ( } ))( } ) | (0, t] , where t1=ty0 and t i=ti&1+t.(ti , y0 , u ( } )) for i2.
Obviously .(s, y, u y( } )) # B for all s0. By Lemma 3.7(i) this construction
yields
J ti0( y0 , u ( } ))< inf
x # B
v0 (x, B)&=
for all i # N which contradicts the definition of v0 . This proves the second
assertion. K
Proposition 5.3. Consider the system (2.1) and a compact viable set
K/M. Then the following properties hold:
(i) For K :=[(u( } ), x) # U_K | .(t, x, u( } )) # K for all t0] the
equality
inf
x # K
v0 (x, K )= inf
x # K
v0 (x, K )= inf
x # K
v0 (x, K )=}*(K )
is satisfied.
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(ii) For any =>0 there exists t>0 with
v t0 (x, K )v
t
0 (x, K ) inf
x # K
v0 (x, K )&=
for all x # K
(iii) There exists a point x # K and a control function u( } ) # U with
.(t, x, u( } )) # K for all t0 satisfying
J t0 (x, u( } )) inf
x # K
v0 (x, K ) for all t0.
Proof. Observe that K is a compact forward invariant set for the
control flow 8. By the definition of v0 (x, K ) and }*(K ) one obtains
}*(K )= inf
x # K
v0 (x, K ). (5.1)
Now (iii) follows from Proposition 4.6, (i) from (iii) and (5.1), and (ii)
follows from Proposition 4.7 and (i). K
6. CHAIN CONTROL SETS
In this section we will interpret Theorem 4.15 in terms of the control
system (2.1).
For this purpose we have to adapt the concept of chains to the control
system, cf. Definition 4.4.
Definition 6.1. For x, y # M and =, T>0 a (controlled ) (=, T )-chain ‘
is given by a number n # N together with points in M
x0=x, x1 , ..., xn= y, control functions u0( } ), ..., un&1( } ) # U
and times
t0 , ..., tn&1T
such that d(.(ti , xi , ui ( } )), xi+1)<= for i=0, ..., n&1. The total time of a
chain is given by T(‘) :=n&1i=0 ti .
We say that ‘ lies in B/M if .(t, pi , u i ( } )) # B for all t # [0, ti] and all
i=0, ..., n&1.
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The averaged value of a controlled chain is given by
J0(‘) :=
1
T(‘)
:
n&1
i=0
|
ti
0
g(.({, x i , ui ( } )), u({)) d{.
For a subset B/M we define the infimal chain value over B for =  0 and
T   by
}*(B) :=inf {+ # R } there exist =k  0, Tk   and controlled(=, T )-chains ‘k in B such that limk   J0(‘k)  += .
Using the concept of chains we can define the chain control set as
follows.
Definition 6.2. For the control system (2.1) a set E is called a chain
control set, if
(i) for all x, y # E and all =, T>0 there exists a controlled (=, T )-
chain from x to y
(ii) For all x # E there exists u( } ) # U such that .(t, x, u) # E for all
t # R;
(iii) E is maximal with the properties (i) and (ii).
We define the lift M(E )/U_M of E by
M(E ) :=[(u( } ), x) # U_E | .(t, x, u( } )) # E for all t # R].
The relation to the control flow is described by the following theorem.
Theorem 6.3. Consider the control system (2.1) and the corresponding
control flow (4.1). Then the following properties hold:
(i) Let E/M be a chain control set for (2.1). Then its lift
M=M(E )/U_M is a maximal invariant chain transitive set for the flow
(4.1).
(ii) Let M/U_M be a maximal invariant chain transitive set for
(4.1). Then E :=?MM is a chain control set for (2.1)
(iii) In these cases the equality }*(M )=}*(E) holds for the values
from Definitions 4.4 and 6.1.
Proof. Assertions (i) and (ii) follow from [11, Theorem 4.8], assertion
(iii) is immediately clear by the definition of the chain values. K
In particular if there are only finitely many chain control sets, then the
chain recurrent set of (4.1) has only finitely many components, hence (cf.
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Remark 4.17) they are Morse sets corresponding to a sequence of attrac-
tors. Hence we can translate Theorem 4.15 to (2.1) using this relation. Here
we define the domain of attraction of a chain control set E by
A(E ) :=?M A(M(E))
and define the order of the chain control sets to be the induced order of the
Morse sets, i.e., for Ei {Ej we have
there exist points x1 , ..., xk # M, control functions u1( } ), ...,
Ei<Ej  {uk( } ) # U and chain control sets Ei0=Ei , Ei1 , ..., Eik=Ej (6.1)such that ?M |*(ul ( } ), xl)/Eil&1 and ?M|(ul ( } ), xl)/Eil
and for arbitrary Ei and Ej we define EiEj : Ei=Ej or Ei<Ej .
Theorem 6.4. Consider the control system (2.1). Assume that there exist
finitely many chain control sets E1 , ..., Ed on M. Let A0/A1/ } } } /Ad be
a sequence of attractors for the flow (4.1) with ?MA0=< and ?MAd=M
such that the Morse sets Md&i :=Ai+1 & A i* satisfy Mj=M(Ej). Then the
following properties hold for all j=1, ..., d.
(i) For any =>0 there exists t>0 such that
v t0 (x, Ej)}*(Ej)&=
for all x # Ej
(ii) There exists x # Ej such that
v t0 (x)v
t
0 (x, Ej)}*(E j)
for all t0.
(iii) For any compact set K/M satisfying K & El 3 Ej A(El)=< and
any =>0 there exists a time t>0 such that
v t0 (x) min
EiEj
}*(Ei)&=
for all x # K.
Proof. First observe that any chain control set is a compact viable set.
Then (i) follows immediately from Proposition 5.3(i) and (ii) and Theorem
6.3(iii). We obtain inequality (ii) by taking the infimum over u( } ) in
Proposition 5.3(iii) and combining Proposition 5.3(i) with Theorem
6.3(iii). To obtain (iii) we use Proposition 4.14, and we may choose the
attractor sequence in such a way that [Ei | EiEj]=[Ei | i j] which
implies [El | El 3 Ej]=[El | l< j].
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Thus El3 Ej A(El)= l=1, ..., j&1 A(E l) and we can use Lemma 4.11 in
order to conclude l=1, ..., j&1 A(E l)=?M l=1, ..., j&1 A(Ml)=A*d& j+1 .
(note that Ad*=<.)
Now from the definition of K it follows for K :=U_K that
K & A*d& j+1=< and hence K satisfies the assumption of Theorem 4.15.
This implies the assertion. K
7. CONTROL SETS
In Theorem 6.4(iii) we obtained a uniform lower bound of vt0 for initial
values in certain subsets of M. The main purpose of this section is to
establish uniform upper bounds for v t0 on certain subsets of M.
In addition we will give a criterion for the equality of v t0 and v
t
0 for
t   for trajectories staying in these subsets.
Our way to obtain these estimates is the exploitation of the con-
trollability properties of (2.1). The basic concept in order to do this is given
by the reachable and control sets.
Definition 7.1. For any point x # M we define the positive reachable set
up to the time T>0 by
O+T (x) :=[ y # M | there exists y # D, u( } ) # U and t # [0, T]
such that .(t, x, u( } ))= y]
and the positive reachable set by
O+(x) := .
T>0
O +T (x)
The negative reachable sets are defined the same way for the time reversed
system.
A subset D/M is called a control set if
(i) D/cl O+(x) for all x # D;
(ii) for all x # D there exists a control function u( } ) # U such that
.(t, x, u( } )) # D for all t>0;
(iii) D/M is maximal with respect to (i) and (ii).
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The domain of attraction (or negative reachable set) A(D) of a control set
D/M is given by
A(D) := .
x # D
O&(x).
If we have a collection of control sets D1 , ..., Dk we can define a partial
order by
DiDj : Di/A(Dj). (7.1)
The maximality of the control sets guarantees that this order is well
defined. In what follows we assume that the numbering of the control sets
always corresponds to this partial order.
Note that the definition of control sets requires only approximate
controllability. A convenient way to avoid technical assumptions on the
speed of this controllability is to assume local accessibility of (2.1), i.e., we
assume that the positive and negative orbit up to any time T>0 have
nonvoid interior for all x # M. A sufficient analytic condition for this
property is the following Lie algebraic assumption, cf. [22]: Let L denote
the Lie-algebra generated by the vector fields f (x, u), u # U. Let 2L be the
distribution generated by L in TM. Then the condition
dim 2L(x)=dim M for all x # M (H)
ensures local accessibility of (2.1).
Under this condition we can cite the following lemma from [18].
Lemma 7.2. Consider the control system (0.1) satisfying (H).
Let D/M be a control set and consider compact sets K1/A(D),
K2/int D. Then there exists a time T>0 such that for every x # K1 , y # K2
there exists a control function u( } ) # U with .(t0 , x, u( } ))= y for some
t0T.
Proof. See [18, Proposition 2.5].
The values of v0 on the control sets can now be characterized in the
following manner.
Proposition 7.3. Consider the system (2.1) satisfying (H). Consider
k # N control sets D1 , ..., Dk/M with nonvoid interior with DiDj for all
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1i jk, i.e., the control sets are completely ordered by (7.1). Then for
all i, j # [1, ..., k] with i j the inequalities
v0 (x)v0 ( y), v0 (x)v0 ( y) and v0 (x)v

0 ( y)
for all x # int Di , y # int Dj
hold. In particular v0 | int Di#const, v0 | int Di#const and v

0 | int Di#const for
all i # [1, ..., k].
Proof. Consider i, j and x, y as in the assumption. Then by Lemma 7.2
with K1=[ y], K2=[x] there exists a control function u( } ) # U with
.(t, x, u( } ))= y for some t>0. Now fix =>0 and pick a control uy( } ) # U
such that J0 ( y, uy( } ))v0 ( y)+=. By defining ux(s) :=u(s) for all st and
ux(s)=uy(s&t) for all s>t we obtain by Lemma 3.7
J0 (x, ux( } ))=J0 ( y, uy( } ))v0 ( y)+=.
Since =>0 was arbitrary this proves the first assertion.
The second and third assertions follow by the same arguments. K
Again by using Lemma 7.2 we are now able to formulate the following
result on the values of v t0 on control sets with nonvoid interior.
Theorem 7.4. Consider the system (2.1) satisfying (H). Consider a con-
trol set D/M with nonvoid interior. Then for any compact subset
K1/int A(D) and any =>0 there exists a time t>0 such that
vt0 (x)v0 | int D+=
and
vt0 (x)v

0 | int D+=
for all x # K1 .
Furthermore for any compact subset K2/int D and any =>0 there exists
a time t>0 such that
|v t0 (x)&v
t
0 ( y)|= and |v
t
0(x)&v
t
0 ( y)|=
for all x, y # K2 .
Proof. Fix =>0. Pick an arbitrary point x # int D. Since v0 | int D is
constant, there exists u( } ) # U with J0 (x, u( } ))<v0 | int D+=4, thus
J t0 (x, u( } ))<v0 | int D+=4 for all tT0 for some T0>0. Now by
Lemma 7.2 there exists a time T>0 such that for any point y # K1 there
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exists a control function uy( } ) # U such that .(t0 , y, uy( } ))=x for some
tT. Defining u y(s) :=uy(s) for s # [0, t0] and u y(s) :=u(s&t0) for st
yields by Lemma 3.7(ii) J t0 ( y, u y)<v0 | int D+= for all t>T1 for some
sufficiently large T1>0 depending on T and T0 . This yields the first assertion.
For x, y # K2 the same construction yields v t0 ( y)<v
t
0 (x)+= and also
vt0 (x)<v
t
0 ( y)+= which implies the third assertion.
The second and fourth assertions follow by the same arguments. K
We are now able to give a criterion for the equality of v0 | int D and v0 | int D
and the uniform convergence of v t0 for trajectories staying inside some
control set D.
Corollary 7.5. Consider the system (2.1) satisfying (H). Consider a
control set D/M with nonvoid interior. Assume that infx # int D v0 (x, D)=
infx # cl D v0 (x, cl D). Then
vt0 ( } , cl D)  v0( } , D) | int D=v

0 ( } , D ) | int D
uniformly on compact subsets of int D for t  .
Proof. This follows from Theorem 7.4 (which also applies if we require
the trajectories to stay inside D) and Proposition 5.3 since cl D is a
compact viable set. K
We end this section by considering the special case of an invariant
control set. Note that under assumption (H), any invariant control set has
nonvoid interior, cf. [14]. Here the conditions from Corollary 7.5 are not
necessary. Basically this result is a reformulation of [18, Theorem 2.11].
Corollary 7.6. Consider the system (2.1) satisfying (H). Consider an
invariant control set C/M, i.e., a control set C satisfying .(t, x, u( } )) # C
for all x # C, all u( } ) # U and all t0. Then
sup
x # int C
vt0 (x)v0 | int C and sup
x # int C
v t0 (x)v

0 | int C
for all t0 and
v t0  v0 | int C=v

0 | int C
uniformly on compact subsets of the interior of C for t  .
Proof. The invariance of C implies that also intC is invariant. Hence
v0 (x, intC )=v0 (x) and v t0 (x, intC)=v
t
0 (x) for all x # intC and all t0.
Hence the first assertion follows from Proposition 5.2, and the second by
the same arguments.
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The convergence v t0  v0 | int C then is an easy consequence from the first
assertion and Theorem 7.4.
It remains to show the equality v0 | int C=v0 | int C . From [9, Corollary
4.3] it follows that there exist periodic trajectories corresponding to
periodic control functions that are approximately optimal with respect to
v0 | int C . Clearly, for periodic trajectories J0 and J0 coincide, hence the
assertion follows.
8. THE COMPLETE PICTURE
What we have obtained so far are the following:
(i) a uniform lower bound for vt0 related to chain control sets by
Theorem 6.4;
(ii) a uniform upper bound for v t0 related to control sets by
Theorem 7.4;
(iii) a convergence result for trajectories staying inside control sets
by the Corollaries 7.5 and 7.6.
Here the estimate for the infimum and the supremum on viable sets from
Propositions 5.2 and 5.3 have been used as ingredients for these results.
The aim of this section is now to combine the results (i)(iii) in order to
obtain uniform convergence results on a partition of the state space M.
For this purpose we establish a relation between the control sets and the
chain control sets of the system (2.1). Clearly, for every control set D there
exists a unique chain control set E such that cl DE and cl A(D)
cl A(E).
If cl D=E holds, Theorem 6.4 immediately implies
inf
x # cl D
v0 (x, cl D)=}*(E ).
The following lemma shows how the desired partition can be constructed.
Lemma 8.1. Consider the control system (2.1). Assume that there exist
finitely many chain control sets E1 , ..., Ed . Then the sets
Bi :=A(Ei)>\ .Ej  Ei A(Ej)+ for all i # [1, ..., d ] (8.1)
form a partition of M, i.e., they are pairwise disjoint and i=1, ..., d B i=M.
Proof. Since j<i implies Ej  Ei it follows that Bj & Bi=< for all j<i.
This implies that the Bi are disjoint.
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It remains to show that any x # M lies in some Bi . Let Mi denote the lift
of Ei . By Lemma 4.11 it follows that i=1, ..., k A(Mi)=U_M. Hence
any x lies inside some A(Ei) for at least one i # [1, ..., k] and thus in some
Bi . K
We have defined the order of the chain control sets (6.1) using the order
of the corresponding Morse sets and the order of the control sets (7.1) via
their domains of attraction, hence these orders will not coincide in general.
The following lemma shows how an equivalence of these orders can be
established.
Lemma 8.2. Consider the control system (2.1) satisfying (H). Assume
that there exist exactly finitely many chain control sets E1 , ..., Ed and control
sets D1 , ..., Dd with nonvoid interior satisfying cl Di=Ei and cl A(Di)=
cl ElEi A(El) for all i # [1, ..., d ]. Then
Ei<Ej  Di<Dj ,
i.e., the orders of the chain control sets and the control sets coincide.
Proof. Clearly Di<D j implies Ei<Ej without any assumptions. Hence
assume Ei<Ej . Clearly this implies Ei/ElEi A(El). Hence int Di=
int Ei/int ElEi A(El)=intA(D j) which yields Di<Dj . K
Remark. Note that A(Di)#DlDi A(Dl) follows from (7.1). Hence by
looking at (6.1) the assumption of Lemma 8.2 demands that arbitrary small
jumps at the boundaries of the chain control sets can be closed by
trajectories. Note that this is much weaker than assuming that every chain
can be closed, i.e., approximated by a trajectory.
We are now able to give the complete picture for the averaged func-
tionals using the partition defined by the sets Bi .
Theorem 8.4. Consider the control system (2.1) satisfying (H). Assume
that there exist exactly finitely many chain control sets E1 , ..., Ed and control
sets D1 , ..., Dd with nonvoid interior satisfying cl Di=Ei and cl A(Di)=
cl ElEi A(El) for all i # [1, ..., d ]. Assume furthermore that
inf
x # int Di
v0 (x, Di)=}*(Ei)=: } i* for all i # [1, ..., d ]
and let
*i=min[}l* | l=i, ...d, DlDi]
for i=1, ..., d using the order (7.1) of the control sets.
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Then the following properties hold for the sets Bi from (8.1) and all
i # [1, ..., d ].
v0 | Bi#v0 | Bi#*i on int Bi
and
v t0  *i and v
t
0  * i
uniformly on compact subsets of intBi for t  .
Proof. By Proposition 7.3 and the assumptions on v0 (x, Di) it follows
that v0 (x)* i for all x # int Di . Now let K/int Bi be a compact set. Then
by Theorem 7.4 for any :>0 there exists t>0 such that
v t0 (x)*i+:
for all x # K. Conversely, Theorem 6.4 implies for all sufficiently large t>0
v t0 (x)*i&:,
for all x # K, since the orders of the chain control sets and the control sets
agree by Lemma 8.2. These two inequalities imply the assertions. K
Remark 8.5. The assumptions of Theorem 8.4 can be interpreted as
robustness conditions on the values of v0 ( } , D) on the interior of the control
sets D:
The first assumption is a condition on the control system itself; it is
equivalent to the continuous dependence of the control sets and their
domains of attraction under all arbitrarily small perturbations. If this is
violated there will be at least one control set D for which the positive orbit
O+(D) will change discontinuously (w.r.t. the Haussdorff metric) under
suitable arbitrary small perturbations, and thus for appropriately chosen
cost functions g also the value of v0 on int D will change discontinuously.
So, conversely, if the values of v0 on the interior of all control sets D
and for all cost functions g change continuously for all arbitrary small
perturbations acting on the system, the first assumption is implied.
The second assumption is a condition on the value function and thus
on the control system and the given cost function g. If it does not hold
there exist arbitrary small perturbations of the system, such that the value
v0 ( } , D) on the interior of D becomes equal or less than the value on
the boundary of D and thus changes discontinuously. So this second
assumption is implied by the continuous dependence of v0 ( } , D) for the
given g for all arbitrarily small perturbations.
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Note that these sufficient robustness conditions are are in general not
necessary, i.e., the assumptions of the theorem are weaker.
Remark 8.6. If we assume that the set of admissible control values U is
convex and 0 # int U, we can consider
U \ :=[\u | u # U]
for all real values \>0, and denote the corresponding sets of control
functions by U \. This defines a family of control systems (2.1) \. Then the
assumptions of Theorem 8.4 are satisfied generically for (2.1) \ (i.e., for all
except at most countably many \>0), provided (2.1) \ satisfies a \&\$
inner pair condition as defined in [14] or [18]. This follows from the fact
that under this condition the chain control sets, control sets, and values
v0 | int Di depend monotonically on \, and hence can only exhibit at most
countably many discontinuity points. A rigorous proof of this property can
be obtained with exactly the same arguments as the proof for the relation
between the Floquet, Lyapunov, and Morse spectra in [13, Corollary 5.6]
or [14].
We will briefly state the consequences of this central theorem for the
discounted optimal value functions.
Corollary 8.7. Under the assumptions of Theorem 8.4 it holds that
v$  *i
uniformly on compact subsets of int Bi for $  0.
Proof. The proof follows immediately from Theorem 8.4 and Corol-
lary 3.5.
Remark 8.8. Note that v$ is uniformly continuous for each $>0. Hence
uniform convergence can only be expected away from the boundaries of the
Bi since the limit function v0 is discontinuous at these boundaries. From
the point of view of uniform convergence Corollary 8.7 therefore gives the
strongest possible result.
9. RESTRICTION OF THE STATE SPACE
In this section we will discuss a technique for the restriction of the state
space. More precisely we are interested in the following problem: Assume
that a control system (2.1) and a cost function g are given satisfying the
assumption of Theorem 8.4 at least for some control sets.
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For these control sets we consider the restriction to the intersection B of
their positive and negative reachable sets. Then we are interested in
vt0 ( } , B), v
t
0 ( } , B), v0 ( } , B), and v

0 ( } , B) and in the relation of these
functions, consequently also in v$( } , B) for small $>0.
However, for two reasons we do not want to introduce an explicit
restriction of the state space. One the one hand we may not know B exactly
but will only have a characterization of B in terms of control sets. On the
other hand explicit restriction of the state space causes certain technical
difficulties in the theory (see, e.g., [26]) and in particular in the numerical
calculation of optimal value functions (cf. [16]).
Hence we propose a penalization technique based on a transformation of
the cost function g which is done as follows.
Definition 9.1. For a finite sequence D l1 , ...Dl2 of control sets we define
B :=cl \ .i=l1 , ..., l2 O
+(Di)+& cl \ .i=l1 , ..., l2 A(D i)+ .
For a compact set K1 with B/int K1 we denote by g~ K1 : M_U  R a
Lipschitz continuous function satisfying
g(x, u) x # B,
g~ K1(x, u)={arbitrary in [&Mg , Mg] x # K1 "B,Mg x  K1,
where Mg :=supx # B, u # U | g(x, u)|.
Again we define a partition of B similar to (8.1).
Definition 9.2. Let El1 , ...El2/B be chain control sets with cl Di=Ei
for all i=l1 , ..., l2 . Then we define AB(Ei) :=A(Ei) & B for all i=1, ..., d
and
Bi :=AB(E i)>\ .Ej 3 Ei AB(Ej)+ for all i # [1, ..., d ].
Note that the structure of B implies that no trajectory can leave B and
enter again, hence AB(Ei) can be regarded as the domain of attraction of
Ei relative to B.
Now we can formulate the result for the optimal control problem using g~ .
Theorem 9.3. Consider the system (2.1) satisfying (H) with cost function
g on a compact manifold M. Assume that the system has finitely many chain
control sets. Let Dl1 , ...Dl2 be control sets with nonvoid interior and consider
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B from Definition 9.1. Assume that Dl1 , ...Dl2 are all control sets in B and
that there are exactly d chain control sets El1 , ..., El2 with Ei/B for all
i # [l1 , ..., l2] satisfying the assumptions from Theorem 8.4 with infimal chain
values }i*. Let
*i=min[}l* | l=i, ...l2 , DlDi]
for i=l1 , ..., l2 using the ordering (7.1) of the control sets.
Then there exists a compact set K1/M with B/int K1 , such that for the
value functions v~ for the cost function g~ K1 from Definition 9.1 the following
properties hold for the sets Bi from Definition 9.2 and all i # [l1 , ..., l2].
v~ 0 | Bi#v~

0 |Bi#*i on int Bi
and
v~ t0  *i and v~
t
0  * i
uniformly on compact subsets of int Bi for t  . In particular this implies
v~ 0 | Bi=v0 ( } , B)| Bi and v~

0 | Bi=v

0 ( } , B )| Bi , hence the approximation of the
restricted problem.
Proof. Fix a compact subset K/int Bi . We prove the theorem by
showing that for any :>0 there exists t>0 such that the inequalities
v~ t0 (x)*i+:
and
v~ t0 (x)*i&:
hold for any x # K.
‘‘’’. follows with the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 8.4
for arbitrary compact sets K1 with B/int K1 (note that B is viable).
‘‘’’. Consider the lifts Ej of the chain control sets Ej . Then there
exists a unique smallest attractor Aj1 such that Ej/Aj1 for all j=1, ..., d and
a unique smallest repeller A*j2 with Ej/A*j2 for all j=1, ..., d.
Lemma 4.11 applied to the original and the time reversed system and the
assumptions on the reachable sets imply B=Aj1 & A*j2 for the lift B of B.
Hence we may choose K1 such that clB/K1 , K1 & ?MA*j1=< and
K1 & ?MAj2=<. This implies that v~ 0( } , E )#Mg on all chain control sets
E with E & B=<.
Hence the inequality follows from Theorem 6.4. K
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Remark 9.4. It is obvious that a change of the norm of f (i.e., a change
of the speed of the trajectories) outside K1 does not affect this result. In
particular by choosing some compact set K2 with K1/int K2 and some
Lipschitz continuous function : : M  R with
1 x # K1 ,
:(x)={arbitrary in [0, 1] x # K2"K1 ,0 x  K2 ,
we can replace f (x, u) by :(x) f (x, u) and the convergence result remains
valid. Here K2 becomes a compact invariant set.
Remark 9.5. For systems on a noncompact state space M this enables
us to focus on a compact subset K2/M, provided there exists a repeller for
the corresponding control flow playing the role of A*j2 from the proof
above. (The results of Hurley [21] for discrete time flows suggest that in
general such a repeller exists.) Under this condition all results remain valid
for systems with noncompact state space. However, in that case the
considered chain control sets must be compact and their number must be
finite. A corresponding theory for noncompact or infinitely many chain
control sets has not yet been developed.
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